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Summary. Fast and effective detection of attempted burglary 

or attack is the essence of alarm systems operation. It becomes 

necessary to protect not only the inner areas in the building but 

also the outdoor areas enabling the access to the object. The 

protection of the window and door openings of the building by 

means of reed relay sensors or contact sensors often constitutes 

the only possible method of the peripheral object protection. The 

purpose of the present paper is to present the concept consisting 

in the use of Doppler ultrasonic detectors in casement windows 

as the basic detection element in the peripheral protection circuit 

the tests.
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INTRODUCTION

The alarm systems are not used to keep the intruder from 

entering into the object. Their essential task is to detect the 

hazard and to inform the user about the occurrence of this 

is the basic parameter characterizing the effectiveness of 

alarm system. Therefore in view of effective protection of 

the object, the essential requirement to be met by the sys-

tem is to enable the detection of attempted invasion of the 

intruder into the object before the physical protections are 

forced by this intruder. This solution enables the reaction 

of the user in order to counteract the hazard or to limit the 

scale of material damages (theft, devastation) as well as 

non – material damages (human health and life) which could 

occur in the protected object.

The hazard detection process is associated with the capa-

bilities of detection elements applied in monitoring system. 

The time elapsing since the commencement of the attempt 

to force the protections until this attempt is detected is the 

crucial factor determining the effectiveness of this process 

system designing are:

– to detect the maximum possible number of hazards; 

– to minimize the time of system response to the occur-

rence of hazard.

Owing to the probability level arbitrarily assumed 

by the designer for the occurrence of determined type of 

events in the protected object, the hazard detection process 

response of the system. The number of detected events is 

closely associated with the number of detection elements 

in the system. The number of these elements is associat-

ed with the system installation cost. The achievement of 

the second objective consisting in the minimization of 

the time of system response to the occurrence of hazard 

depends on the technical parameters of detection element 

and on the location where this detection element has been 

The time interval rt  determining the correctly running 

hazard detection process can be described by means of the 

following equations:

21 t,ttr , (1)
ttr , (2)

1t

where:

t  – time of hazard occurrence in the object being pro-

tected,

1t  – minimum time of system response; associated with the 

least time consuming procedure for anticipated hazard 

2t  – maximum time of system response; associated with the 

most time consuming procedure for anticipated hazard 

Fig. 1 presents running the process of total and correct 

hazard neutralization in the protected object.



Fig. 1. Running of the procedure of hazard neutralization

rt  – time of hazard detection process

it  – time of analysis and information relay in the system

nt  – time of physical hazard neutralization

Owing to the duration of the hazard detection process, 

it is important to provide the system with effective detec-

tion provisions functioning inside the object (detection of 

occurred object penetration) as well as on its periphery (de-

tection of attempted object penetration) in order to enable 

-

ject is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. 

The systems protecting the peripheral (circumferential) 

zones of the building most often are provided in the form 

of the protections designed for the initiated attempts to 

enter into the object through the window and door open-

ings. Nowadays these openings are protected by means of 

reed relay sensors or contact sensors constituting the basic 

elements of the peripheral protection of the object. The 

disadvantage of such solutions consists in the possibility to 

bypass this protection in a simple manner e.g. by window 

pane breaking. The detection element will not be activated 

in such case and the responsibility for hazard detection is 

transferred to detection elements installed inside the pro-

tected object. 

The purpose of the present paper is to present the con-

cept consisting in the use of ultrasonic motion sensors as 

-

tween individual layers of casement windows. This type of 

windows is commonly used in residential buildings. Their 

the hazard.

-

sibility of false alarms potentially generated by many ex-

ternal factors and owing to their relatively limited range, 

the ultrasonic sensors are not widely used in alarm systems 

of the buildings. However, they are commonly applied in 

vehicles alarm systems enabling the detection of initiated 

attempt to enter into the vehicle.

The purpose of the tests will be the analysis in the scope 

of possibility to detect the attempts to force the area being 

protected (windows) and the comparison of the effectiveness 

of ultrasonic sensors with actually applied solutions (reed 

relay sensors and contact sensors). 

Presumably the whole space between window panes 

will be protected if the ultrasonic sensors are applied for the 

the protected object will result in the generation of alarm 

waves through structural elements of the window (window 

panes and frames), the advantage of the system will consist 

in the fact that the area being protected is limited to the inner 

space of the window only. The possibility of false alarms 

generated by the sensor will be also minimized owing to 

the lack of any movable elements in the inner space of the 

window.

Pursuant to the requirements included in the standard 

the functions of an intrusion and hold-up alarm system 

-

-

be also performed by this systems, unless there is any 

negative impact of said functions on the basic functions 

carried out between the monitored object and alarm re-

ceiving centre by means of alarm transmission system. 

The signal transmission system should meet determined 

criteria in the scope of transmission time, maximum value 

of transmission time, reporting time, accessibility and sig-

nal protection; depending on the system protection degree. 

Detailed guidelines concerning the criteria to be met by the 

signal transmission systems are determined in the standard 

The contemporary burglary and attack alarm systems 

ensuring manual or automatic detection of existing hazard 

(burglary, attack, attempted sabotage of the system) in the 

-

cal point of view, the system consists of an assembly of the 

devices operating together (also combined with the system 

of conductors) in order to detect the hazards, to generate 

alarms and to initiate the actions intended to eliminate such 

hazard. The transmission of information can take place in 
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many different ways using different media and the use of 

-

tem, the following interrelated basic function blocks can 

be determined [8]:

– analytic and decision making (management) block,

– detection (input) block,

– alarming and informing block (actuator),

– power supply block.

Fig. 3. 

The detection block consists of an assembly of the devic-

es performing the task consisting in the detection of changes 

occurring in the protected object or in the alarm system 

(sabotage, failure) and in the information transmission to the 

control and imaging device (alarm central panel) of the sys-

tem. The detection block is not responsible for any decision 

making on alarm triggering but only for the transmission 

of information about the change of the parameter being 

measured or controlled (temperature, change of position, 

sound, image, vibration, sabotage) exceeding permissible 

range or established value.

Depending on the manner of layout, functioning and the 

type of individual sensors in detection block, the detection 

block can be subdivided into designated protection zones 

will perform different tasks and functions in the hazard de-

tection process.

Doppler motion sensors (motion detectors) are defined 

as the alarm system elements based upon the phenome-

non consisting in change of received wave frequency in 

comparison with transmitted wave frequency from the 

object moving in detection field (Doppler effect) and 

using this phenomenon for the detection of hazard and for 

18], because their operating principle is based upon the 

transmission of wave i.e. certain amount of energy into 

ambient area.

The operating principle of motion sensors is based 

upon the use of Doppler effect (Fig. 4) i.e. the phenome-

non describing the change of wave frequency recorded by 

the receiver in comparison with standard wave frequency 

transmitted by the transmitter and occurring when the dis-

tance to be covered the wave being transmitted between the 

transmitter and receiver is changed [11, 14, 18].

The transmitter and receiver remain stationary to each 

other in the ultrasonic motion sensors used in alarm sys-

tems. It this case the presence of Doppler effect is possible 

in case of change of the distance to be covered by trans-

If all objects existing within the sensor range will remain 

stationary, the distance to be covered by transmitted sound 

wave is constant. In such case there will be no change of fre-

quency recorded by the receiver in the relation to standard 

frequency emitted by the transmitter (Fig. 5). This situation 

will change in case of the motion of object within the sensor 

this object. Then the distance to be covered by the wave 

and consequently the frequency recorded by the receiver 

from the transmitter and coming to the receiver there are 

two at the same time following the Doppler effect. The 

object, a second Doppler effect is in system the object – the 

receiver. The mathematical notation of this situation can be 

described as follows:

– when the object is approaching to the transmitter-receiv-

er system (Fig. 4a),

object):

o
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V

VV
f'f , (4)

– the second Doppler effect (between the object and the 

receiver):

Xo VV

V
'f"f , (5)

– form of the equation determining the frequency of re-

corded by the receiver,
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– when the object is moving away to the transmitter-re-

ceiver system (Fig. 4b),

object):

o

x

V

VV
f'f

– the second Doppler effect (between the object and the 

receiver):

Xo VV

V
'f"f

– form of the equation determining the frequency of re-

corded by the receiver:
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where:

f  – frequency of sound wave transmitted by the trans-

mitter,

'f  – frequency recorded by the object and frequency emit-

ted by the object,

"f  – frequency recorded by the receiver,

XV  – velocity of object in motion,

V  – velocity of sound wave transmitted by the trans-

mitter.

XV  the situation when the object is approaching to the 

transmitter-receiver system,

XV  the situation when the object is moving away to the 

transmitter-receiver system,

f  has fol-

lowing form [15]:
2

f
V

V
f , (14)

where:

f  – frequency of sound wave transmitted by the trans-

mitter,

V  – velocity of object in motion,

V  – velocity of sound wave transmitted by the transmitter.

Fig. 4. The principle of ultrasonic motion detector

a – when the object is approaching the transmitter-receiver 

system,

b – when the object is moving away from the transmitter-receiver 

system

Fig. 5. Waveform chart of recording signal and frequency spec-

trum for detector in normal state

Fig. 6. Waveform chart of recording signal and frequency spec-

trum in hazard detection state

-

The purpose of performed tests was to present the ultra-

sonic motion sensors as an alternative solution toward the 

reed relay sensors or contact sensors actually used for the 

protection of window openings and constituting the elements 

of peripheral protection of the object.

The tests associated with the potential applications of 

the ultrasonic motion sensors for the protection of window 

openings provided with casement windows have been car-

ried out on the model of such type of the window which was 

built for this purpose (Fig. 7). This model of the window has 

been designed in a manner enabling the execution of the tests 

for the following situations occurring in real alarm systems:

– forcing the window by the force opening of its wing 

(event 1),

– forcing the window by the opening of its wing 

(event 2),

– forcing the window through the opening made in a part 

of this window but without opening of its wing (various 

– disturbance of alarm system operation by the attempts to 

generate a false alarm as a result of motions performed 

on the external side of the window (event 4).
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Fig. 7. 

incorporated inside

a) layout of elements enabling the execution of tests on the mod-

el, b) layout of ultrasonic motion sensor elements; 1 – hinges;

5 – sensor receiver

system (Fig. 8). The measuring system consisted of the fol-

lowing elements:

– intermediate relay,

output was characterized by the following levels of voltages:

– in normal condition, in case of normal operation of all 

sensor elements while the sensor is not excited as a result 

– in alarm condition, in case of normal operation of all 

sensor elements while the sensor is excited as a result of 

Fig. 8. Connection diagram for devices in the model, 1 – relay, 

ultrasonic motion sensor

Fig. 9. 

The model of casement window has been additional-

ly equipped with a standard reed relay sensor and contact 

sensor. Their incorporation in the model made it possible to 

verify the effectiveness of system operation in various hard-

the functioning of these elements in various cases.

The effectiveness of system operation was determined 

on the basis of the correct (expected) system response in 

various variants of events. The excitation of alarm system 

of excitation of alarm system was the result expected in case 

of the fourth event. The results obtained from performed 

experiments have been presented in Table 1.

Ta b l e  1 .  Results obtained from test – excitation of alarm system

Ultrasonic

sensor

Reed relay 

sensor

Contact

sensor

1

2

- -

4 - - -

The results presented in Table 1 for individual tests have 

been obtained from the tests carried out for the conditions 

without anticipated possibility of sabotage for individual 

detection systems in course of attempted forcing of the pro-

tection. In case of tests in more realistic conditions (allowed 

penetration of the intruder into the system as attempted sabo-

tage of its operation) for event 2, it was possible to complete 

the forcing of the protections without generating the alarm 

for the systems provided with reed relay sensor and particu-

larly with contact sensor. Such attempts were ineffective in 

case of ultrasonic sensors. The generation of false alarms 

in the system as a result of ultrasonic sensor excitation was 

possible only in case of the setting of excessive sensitivity 

of the ultrasonic sensor detection system.

The hazard detection time is an important factor deciding 

on the effectiveness of such system operation. The shorter 

is the time elapsed between the hazard detection and the 

reaction of the system user to this hazard, the greater is the 

chance to limit the damages caused by this hazard. There-

fore, it becomes important to provide the monitoring systems 

with technical equipment ensuring the effective detection of 

hazards before the intrusion of the intruder into the interior 

of the object. Consequently, the responsibility for the hazard 

detection process should be shifted towards the peripheral 

protection of the objects. 

The protections in the form of the reed relay sensors and 

contact sensors which are actually used for the protection of 
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(e.g. window pane breaking). The application of active IR 

barriers for the protection of window and door openings can 

be used as more effective but very expensive solution. The 

ultrasonic motion sensors are and equally effective tech-

nical solution but their effective functioning is possible in 

small closed spaces only. In such cases the whole space is 

protected inside the protected object, i.e. the space enclosed 

by its structural elements. 

The price of the solution associated with the ultrasonic 

of the reed relay sensors and contact sensors. The range of 

motion sensors (protecting the whole area accessible to po-

tential intruder). Therefore, this solution can be applied as an 
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Streszczenie: 

-

-

i jedyny element ochrony peryferyjnej obiektu. W artykule zo-

stanie przedstawiona koncepcja wykorzystania w oknach typu 

podstawowego elementu detekcyjnego w obwodzie ochrony 

ochrona peryferyjna chronionego obiektu, 

czujki ruchu.


